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Abstract

We report the results of operation of Alcator C-Mod with all high-Z molybdenum plasma facing component (PFC)
surfaces. Without boron-coated PFCs energy confinement was poor (HITER,89 � 1) due to high core molybdenum (nMo/
ne 6 0.1%) and radiation. After applying boron coatings, nMo/ne was reduced by a factor of 10–20 with HITER,89 approach-
ing 2. Results of between-discharge boronization, localized at various major radii, point towards important molybdenum
source regions being small, outside the divertor, and due to RF-sheath-rectification. Boronization also has a significant
effect on the plasma startup phase lowering Zeff, radiation, and lowering the runaway electron damage. The requirement
of low-Z coatings over at least a fraction of the Mo PFCs in C-Mod for best performance together with the larger than
expected D retention in Mo, give impetus for further high-Z PFC investigations to better predict the performance of
un-coated tungsten surfaces in ITER and beyond.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Studies of plasma facing component (PFC) candi-
date materials for a magnetic fusion reactor gener-
ally conclude that tungsten is currently the best
choice due to its low tritium (T) solubility [1], capa-
bility to handle high heat fluxes with low erosion,
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and robustness to nuclear damage and activation
[2–7]. Tungsten is being considered for all ITER
PFCs [8] for the above advantages over carbon as
well as to provide the necessary operational experi-
ence for a reactor. However, there is minimal pub-
lished divertor tokamak data detailing experience
with un-coated, ‘pure’, high-Z surfaces. This makes
it difficult to ascertain whether the operational
advantages of tungsten over carbon will hold true
in a reactor environment. Alarmingly, ITER/reactor
.
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performance is based on a confinement database
primarily derived from carbon PFC tokamaks (also
using low-Z coatings). The question of whether such
performance predictions would also hold with solely
high-Z PFCs remains. Alcator C-Mod is well-placed
to research such issues as it operates with all molyb-
denum (Mo) high-Z PFCs, which have very similar
properties to tungsten in terms of erosion, T reten-
tion [9] and radiation in the core plasma (at
C-Mod plasma temperatures). Boron coatings were
removed from all C-Mod surfaces (tiles, vessel sur-
faces, support hardware) prior to the 2005 run
period to provide a unique comparison of operation
with or without boronized molybdenum PFCs in a
diverted tokamak.

We have previously reported a general compari-
son of molybdenum PFC operation both with and
without boron coatings [10]. ICRF-heated H-modes
were readily achieved utilizing molybdenum PFCs
without boron coatings although the resultant
enhancement in energy confinement was typically
small (HITER,89 � 1). Core molybdenum concentra-
tions, nMo/ne, rose rapidly after the H-mode transi-
tion, cooling the plasma by line radiation which
reduces the edge pedestal height. This leads to a
reduction in energy confinement. D retention after
a single shot, both prior to boronization and post-
boronization, was higher than expected based on
laboratory ion-beam studies [11]. The D retention
rate is reduced when integrated over a longer
period – days, weeks or even a run period due to
D release from surfaces that are heated by plasma
disruptions. Long-term D retention is currently
being studied both in C-Mod and in related labora-
tory experiments. Boron coatings lowered core
molybdenum levels by a factor of 10–20 leading to
strong reductions in core radiated power and
increasing HITER,89 up to �2. The effects of each
overnight boronization are found to be limited in
time to 10 s of RF-heated H-mode discharges, cor-
related to time-integrated RF-input energy. Intra-
and inter-discharge boronization techniques were
reported with the latter being the most successful.

In this paper we report on further experiments
aimed at understanding what leads to the rapid loss
of boronization layers and what can be done to
improve solely high-Z PFC operation. The empha-
sis here will be on determining where the most
important Mo erosion locations affecting the
plasma are, their size, and the erosion mechanism.
A companion paper more specifically explores the
Alcator C-Mod experience of ICRF operation in a
high-density, high-Z PFC, divertor tokamak envi-
ronment [12].

2. General experiment description

The general characteristics of the C-Mod device
as well as SOL and divertor physics research are
reported in more depth elsewhere [13–15]. The
results reported in this paper are from lower
single-null plasmas. The H-mode plasmas are both
Ohmic (1.2 MA) and ICRF-heated (1.0 MA, H-
minority), all with toroidal fields of 5.3 T. A typical
plasma equilibrium and surrounding PFC surfaces
are shown in Fig. 1.

Alcator C-Mod applies boronization to surfaces
differently than most other tokamaks. The C-Mod
boronization procedure employs an electron cyclo-
tron discharge cleaning (ECDC) plasma discharge
with a helium–diborane gas mixture (typically 10%
B2D6, 90% He). The plasma is created at the major
radius where the electron cyclotron frequency micro-
waves (f = 2.45 GHz) are resonant with the toroidal
magnetic field which is varied to sweep the resonance
across the chamber [0.059 6 BT (on axis) 6 0.13 T].
The plasma characteristics are not uniform in major
radius linked to the resonance location [16]. Toroidal
uniformity is maintained by releasing the diborane
gas into the vessel from a toroidal pipe located at
the top of the vessel with holes spaced �1 cm toroi-
dally. The overnight boronization period is �12 h
resulting in a coating thickness�150–200 nm assum-
ing uniform deposition over a 10 m2 area. The thick-
ness of the overnight boronization layer appears to
be fairly uniform poloidally as well based on the tile
surface analysis performed on a set of tiles removed
from the tokamak after 7 years of operation,
Fig. 2. The layer thickness is typically�5 lm at most
poloidal locations except at regions of the outer
divertor that receive large power and particle
fluxes. Thinner layers are found at the inner diver-
tor because those tiles were installed for a shorter
period.

When utilized for between-discharge boroniza-
tion, the boronization period is shortened to periods
in the range 10–20 min. The resonance region is usu-
ally swept over a fraction of the vessel major radius
range for these depositions as a method of identify-
ing where the most important boron erosion regions
are located. The deposition is correlated with the
resonance location. However, we are quite sure that
some fraction of the deposition, yet to be properly
quantified, is outside the resonance region.
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Fig. 1. Alcator C-Mod vessel. Locations (A), (B) and (C) refer
respectively to the upper gusset protection tiles, the outer limiter
and the top of the outer divertor. The vertical line corresponds to
R = 70 cm. The poloidal location of tiles removed for surface
analysis prior to the 2005 campaign are darkened.
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Fig. 2. (a) Poloidal map of analyzed Mo tiles; (b) effective boron
layer thickness on Mo tiles shown as the depth from surface at
which the B:Mo ratio is 1:1 as determined by proton (2500 keV)
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy. Multiple data points at
a single poloidal location correspond to multiple measurement
locations on the same tile.
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3. Plasma performance with and without boronized

PFC surfaces

The plasmas described herein are generally
described as ‘pre-boronization’ or ‘post-boroniza-
tion’. By the former we are referring to that part
of a run period following a vacuum break where
all surfaces in the vessel have been wiped clean of
boron. In practice all boron cannot be removed.
The amount of boron remaining on tiles was very
low as determined from nuclear reaction analysis
measurements [10]: 10–30% B/Mo distributed
through the first micron, either trapped in the
topography of the surface or in grain boundaries.
In any case the cleaned tile surfaces had predomi-
nately Mo at the surface, a stark difference to the
large thickness (typically in the range of 6–10 lm)
of boron that had accumulated over years of opera-
tion [10] with 1% Mo surface average. ‘Post-boron-
ization’ then refers to operation after at least one
overnight boronization as described above.

As reviewed in the introduction the difference
between pre- and post-boronization is stark. The
waveforms for two discharges illustrative of the
pre- and post-boronization periods are shown in
Fig. 3. The pre-boronization discharge transitioned
to H-mode with a rapid increase in density and
radiation. An equilibrium was then reached with
marginally improved particle confinement, as evi-
denced by the very small increase to the final H-
mode density and poor energy confinement. The
post-boronization discharge that is shown has much
lower radiated power and core Mo density accompa-
nying much better energy confinement.

Analysis of the plasma profiles has shown a clear
correlation between degraded energy confinement
and increased central radiation fractions. This is
thought to be due to local cooling of the pedestal
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Fig. 3. A set of characteristic traces from pre- (- - -) and post-
boronization (—) discharges.
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by Mo radiation (the dominant radiator in C-Mod)
which lowers the H-mode pedestal plasma pressure
that, through profile stiffness, leads to lower plasma
pressures in the core and decreases in the overall
stored energy [10].

4. Localized erosion of B coatings

A number of results point towards localized ero-
sion of the boronization layer. The clearest evidence
is that prior to cleaning the vessel surfaces of boron
a poloidal array of tiles were removed from the
machine and analyzed using high-energy ion-beam
surface analysis (RBS, NRA) techniques. Boron
layers in the range of 6 lm thick were generally
found on all tiles except for the outer and inner
divertor tiles (Fig. 2). The 6 lm thickness corre-
sponds to integration of multiple boronization lay-
ers over 6–7 years of operation. The boron layers
have not been eroded from the majority of PFC sur-
faces and typically contain �1% Mo and lesser
amounts of other impurities (O, C, Ar) in the near
surface (<0.1 lm). The outer divertor surfaces
showed the highest Mo surface concentrations
(10–50%), presumably due to net erosion of the
boron layers by the high particle and heat fluxes
to those surfaces. These regions of ‘plasma-cleaned’
surfaces extend from the bottom of the outer diver-
tor vertical section to R � 0.67 m (see Figs. 1 and 2).
The boron thickness is also thinner than 6 lm for
tiles on the uppermost section of the outer divertor
(Figs. 1(C) and 2).

Visual inspection of the entire vessel leads to
identification of additional regions of eroded boron
that are toroidally localized. These include most of
the surfaces of the two poloidal limiters located at
the outboard edge of the plasma (Fig. 1(B)). Vessel
protection tiles located on gussets (24 – 1 cm thick –
plates spaced toroidally, see Fig. 1(A)) used to
strengthen the vessel were also fairly clean of boron.
The leading edges of the ten outer divertor modules,
which are known to receive disproportionate heat
loads compared to other divertor tiles, are also gen-
erally free of boron. We also suspect that the leading
edges of many of the outer divertor tiles even far
from the strike point are free of boron. All front
surfaces of the tiles are chamfered at the toroidal
leading edges to make sure no field line impacts
the side of the tile. As a result the heat/particle
fluxes are not uniform toroidally across the front
surface. The edges of the front surface of each tile
will likely have higher erosion rates.

Experiments aimed at determining the poloidal
region of the most important molybdenum impurity
source affecting the core plasma have also been
successful. Previous studies [10] utilized between-
discharge boronization (BDB) by sweeping the
resonance over a 10 cm region. The experimental
sequence followed the application of BDB by
repeated tokamak discharges to determine how long
the coating effects lasted. The center of the boron-
ization sweep was then varied from one BDB
sequence to the next to determine whether there
were particular radial locations where the boroniza-
tion was more effective. The results of this scan,
reproduced in Fig. 4, show that the radiation at
the transition to the H-mode was lowest when the
BDB center was located at R = 70 cm. This location
corresponds to both the top of the outer divertor
and to the upper gusset tiles (see Fig. 1(A)). That
the most effective BDB location is outside the diver-
tor is consistent with other results: increases in
source rates outside the divertor derived from Mo
I brightnesses have been shown to be best correlated
with increases in core Mo levels [17]; injection of N2
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Fig. 4. The radiated power in ICRF-heated L-mode plasmas just
prior to the transition to H-mode is plotted as a function of the
resonance location for discharges following between-discharge
boronization.
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into the divertor lowered the Mo source rate near
the outer strike point (vertical target region) without
affecting core molybdenum levels [10]; the probabil-
ity of impurities reaching the core plasma when
launched from outside the divertor on the outboard
side is much higher (·100) than for impurities
launched from the divertor [18,17].
5. Role of ICRF in eroding boronization layers

We have also used the BDB technique as a diag-
nostic tool to explore the role of the ICRF in erod-
ing the boron and molybdenum. Fig. 5 displays the
rate of increase of radiated power at the beginning
of an H-mode for a number of BDB discharge
sequences for both Ohmic and RF-heated H-modes.
Each sequence consists of the BDB followed by 2–6
discharges (without BDB). The Ohmic discharges
were programmed at higher current so that the dis-
charge-integrated input energy (2.7 MJ) was similar
to that of RF-heated discharges (3.2 MJ). For
Ohmic H-modes the rate of radiation increase stays
low for 4–6 discharges following BDB. In contrast,
for RF-heated H-modes, we see that the rate of
radiation increase at the start of the H-mode
(dPRAD/dt) is much higher after the first discharge
in the sequence. This behavior is reflected in the deg-
radation of the energy confinement in these dis-
charges which was similar at the start of each
sequence but degraded as the sequence proceeded
and the Mo influx increased. The degradation in
confinement was much faster for the ICRF-heated
discharge. We infer that the ICRF waves are erod-
ing the boron layer faster than for Ohmic dis-
charges. We have not performed any experiments
to determine where the most important erosion
locations are for Ohmic plasmas.

Assuming that the RF antennas are leading to
localized erosion then the likely mechanism dis-
cussed previously [17], is RF-sheath-rectification.
The enhancement of the sheath voltage is likely
occurring on flux tubes that intersect with, or pass
in front of, the antenna. We have traced the toroidal
and poloidal trajectory of all such flux tubes, follow-
ing them to their termination on non-antenna PFC
surfaces [12]. Most flux tubes impact the main
limiters, upper gusset tiles, or the top of the outer
divertor (Fig. 1). Since the D/E port antennas are
displaced toroidally from the J antenna (180� toroi-
dally from D to J ports) the corresponding erosion
location will be displaced toroidally as well. This
hypothesis was confirmed by the lack of perfor-
mance degradation when sequential discharges rely
on different antennas for heating [12]. The erosion
can be linked to a specific antenna and that the
erosion due to each antenna is toroidally displaced
from the other. The erosion in this area correlates
with the thinner B layers found on the uppermost
surfaces of the outer divertor (Fig. 2). However, a
previous tile analysis did not show significantly thin-
ner B layers [19].

The localized erosion by specific antennas is also
supported by other measurements. Both IR camera
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(only an approximate calibration for conversion to
surface temperature available) and visible spectro-
scopic (Mo influx) diagnostics view the top of the
outer divertor (R � 70 cm) region that maps along
field lines to the D/E antenna for the equilibria uti-
lized in these studies. During the period when the
D/E antennas are launching power those diagno-
stics show a small temperature rise (not found else-
where on the divertor plate) and a corresponding
Mo influx (see Fig. 6).

6. Modelling of localized erosion

The hypothesis both of erosion linked to the
ICRF heating and its localization in small PFC
regions outside the high heat flux section of the
divertor is supported by simple modelling of sput-
tering rates. This is not meant as a detailed model
but more as a rough check on whether the hypoth-
esis is realistic. There are two primary pieces of
information that are utilized in this model: (1) the
net boron erosion rate is estimated based on the
observation that the B coating due to between-dis-
charge boronization (�15 nm) erodes over a period
of �0.5 s of RF power. This corresponds to
CB � 4 · 1021 B/m2/s; (2) the gross Mo influx rate
can be estimated from a typical nMo/ne level of
10�4 in H-mode, a core electron density of 4 ·
1020 m�3, and an impurity confinement time of
0.1 s [20] to be CMo � 4 · 1017 s�1. Since the impu-
rity penetration probability through the outer SOL
is typically �0.1 in C-Mod [18,17] the total influx
required from surfaces is then 4 · 1018 s�1. If we
assume that the same incident species flux mixture
and characteristics contribute to the erosion of the
B, and subsequently of the underlying molybdenum,
then we can write down the following equations:

CDðY B;D þ gB � Y B;BÞ=c ¼ CB ¼ 4� 1021 =m2 =s;

CDðY Mo;D þ gB � Y Mo;BÞ � A ¼ CMo � A � 4� 1018 =s;

ð1Þ

where gB is the boron fraction, nB/ne, CD is the
perpendicular ion flux, A is the area of the affected
region, YB,B and YB,D are the sputtering rates
respectively for B+3 on boron (based on previous
work [17]) and D+ on boron, and YMo,B and YMo,D

are the sputtering rates for B+3 on Mo and D+ on
Mo. CMo and CB are the net flux of those atoms
leaving the surface after local redeposition. We have
also allowed for the possibility that some of the
eroded boron is redeposited by including the factor
c > 1. Such a factor is not included here for Mo be-
cause we infer the gross Mo source rate (as opposed
to the net B erosion rate) from core measurements
of the Mo density as described above. The ‘transfor-
mation’ from nMo/ne to CMo is based on the gross
erosion, or injection, source rate. Further defining
a Yeff,X = YX,D + gB Æ YX,B we then find:

Aðm2Þ � cY eff ;Mo

Y eff ;B

¼ 4� 1018 =s

4� 1021 =m2 =s
� 10�3 or

Aðm2Þ � 10�3 � Y eff ;B

cY eff ;Mo

: ð2Þ

For each value of the sheath voltage, we calculate
the area and density (through CD in Eq. (1))
required to satisfy the above equations. The heat
flux and local surface temperature rise can be calcu-
lated as an additional check to see if the heat fluxes
are reasonable. For the situation where the incident
flux is due to sheath-rectified ions then the incident
ion energy, EION, used to calculate the sputtering
rates is EION = ZION * Vsheath + 2.0 * EThermal.
ZION is the ionization state of the impacting ion
and VSheath the rectified sheath voltage which was
previously found to be in the range 100–400 V on
field lines connected to the active antenna [17]. Ti

is assumed equal to Te (�10 eV in the far SOL)
for calculation of EThermal. For the purposes of this
discussion c � 1 since the result is linear in c.
Because the erosion location corresponds to the
far SOL we assume that the sputtered Mo and B
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that are ionized do not immediately return to the
same region to self-sputter and so have not included
such an effect. Fig. 7 displays the results of the anal-
ysis for both the area affected and plasma density on
the flux tube impacting it. B+3 ion sputtering domi-
nates the erosion of both Mo and B. Over almost
the entire energy range shown, the required area
(Fig. 7(a)) is very small, 30–130 cm2, 0.05–0.2% of
the total Mo PFC area (�7 m2). The density on
the flux tube (Fig. 7(b)) is inferred to be below
1019 m�3 which is not uncommon at, or beyond,
the limiter radius in C-Mod. Note that allowing
cMo/cB > 1 lowers the area while raising the density.
The corresponding temperature rise for surfaces on
the top of the outer divertor would be small (10–
50 �C) consistent with the IR measurements.

7. Effect of boronization on plasma startup

A rarely discussed, but important part of the
discharge, is the startup period. This period is
particularly important for ITER. Volt–second con-
sumption during startup should be minimized
requiring low impurity levels. Damage to startup
limiters from runaway electrons is also a concern.

Boronization of PFC surfaces has important
effects on a number of plasma characteristics during
the C-mod discharge startup phase. This phase lasts
�250 ms during which the plasma is limited on the
inner wall and much of the final plasma current
and density are achieved. Fig. 8 displays the radi-
ated power and Zeff, averaged over the period
0.125–0.25 s, for a sequence of discharges from the
beginning of the 2005 run period through two over-
night boronizations. Prior to the first boronization,
when PFC surfaces are un-coated and the RF power
(during the diverted phase of the discharge)
increased, the radiated power and Zeff both rose
over time. Mo and Fe are the dominant radiators
and probably dominate Zeff as well. Both the radi-
ated power and Zeff drop after the first (and second)
boronization and stay low. We have not determined
the primary radiating species during startup for that
period.

The drop in radiated power during plasma
startup post-boronization leads to enhancements
in other aspects of machine operation. Fig. 9 dis-
plays the hard-X-ray signal during startup for a
set of discharges pre- and post-boronization as a
function of the plasma density normalized to the
Greenwald density limit [21]. The higher radiation
and resistivity occurring in pre-boronization
discharges necessitates lowering the maximum
allowable startup density ðPRAD � n2

eÞ; Later in the
discharge the runaway electrons that are engendered
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by the low-density, high Zeff and loop voltage,
impact the outer limiter leading to hard-X-rays
and melting of Mo PFCs. Fig. 9 also shows that
after boronization the startup density can be raised
and the hard-X-rays and runaway electrons disap-
pear except for cases when the density is intention-
ally kept low.
8. Implications for ITER and reactors

The results discussed above have mixed implica-
tions regarding high-Z PFC operation in ITER
and beyond. In general operation with all high-Z
PFCs and without boronization is problematic for
achieving the best performance. However initial
ITER operation is currently planned with a mixture
of low- and high-Z materials. The Be main chamber
wall may act like boronization in that eroded Be will
tend to coat other surfaces around the chamber with
a low-Z material. Such Be coatings will likely
develop on low erosion PFC surfaces leading to
the long-term beneficial effects of the first boroniza-
tion in C-Mod that lowers the background level of
Fe and other impurities. On the other hand, the
ITER tungsten PFC surfaces are in a location geo-
metrically similar to the top of the outer divertor
plate in C-Mod. That geometry, together with the
ICRF heating, creates the potential for strong
sheath acceleration of ions into such W surfaces
leading to localized areas of strong erosion, not
amenable to coating by the Be. It is our opinion that
the probability of the resultant impurities penetrat-
ing through the ITER outer SOL could be similar to
that of C-Mod [22]. ELMs would also lead to an
impurity source beyond that experienced in
C-Mod that is poorly screened. ASDEX-Upgrade
results with the partial high-Z tungsten tile coverage
appear more encouraging than that from C-Mod
[23,24]. Although the boronization layer has not
been removed from ASDEX-Upgrade PFC surfaces
each addition of more W PFC coverage has not
been accompanied by difficulties achieving good
confinement. We look forward to results from oper-
ation of ASDEX-Upgrade with ICRF and fully-W
PFCs with the boron and carbon removed.

The current boronization techniques are not ideal
for ITER. Coatings required to last through an
entire ITER pulse are too thick (take too long, cost
too much). Localized methods for B deposition
both during and between discharges are one possi-
ble solution. Alternatively low-Z PFCs could be
located in small regions of high-sheath voltage
induced erosion leading to benign radiation.

C-Mod results raise the possibility that boroniza-
tion may also be applicable to ITER for more long-
term suppression of impurities in low plasma fluence
areas. While boronization only has a short-term
effect on the molybdenum in C-Mod discharges, it
has a more long-term effect on general surfaces
and impurities around the vessel, both for startup
and performance phases of the discharge.

As ITER moves beyond mixed materials to all-
tungsten PFCs the issues we describe above could
further compromise operation if not better under-
stood. Thus, for ITER and DEMO it is imperative
that experiments on as many tokamaks as possible
be addressing the issues of high-Z PFCs including
erosion, impurity sources, impurity transport and
D/T retention.
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